**Abridge (v.)** [সংক্ষিপ্ত করা]
- = condense, shorten.
- The publishers proceeded to abridge the novel 'War and Peace'.
- The new law might abridge our freedom of expression.
- Abridged (adj.)
- I've only read the abridged version of her novel.
- Abridgement (n.)

**Abrogate (v.)** [ক্ষমতাবলে বাতিল করা]
- = abolish, revoke formally.
- The king intended to abrogate the decree issued by his predecessor.
- Abrogation (n.)

**Abscond (v.)** [আতেগাপন করা]
- = depart secretly and hide.
- She absconded from boarding school with her boyfriend.
- Absconder (n.)

**Admonish (v.)** [সতর্ক করা]
- = warn, reprove.
- Her teacher admonished her to work harder for her exams.
- Admonition (v.)
- Admonitory (adj.)
- An admonitory letter.

**Adulterate (v.)** [ভেজাল দেয়া]
- = make impure.
- It is a crime to adulterate foods without informing the buyer.
- Adulteration (n.)
- Adulterant (n.)

**Aegis (n.)** [অভিযুগ্যন্ত্রণা, পূর্বাঞ্চলীয়]
- = shield, defense.
- The project was set up under the aegis of the university.

**Aesthetic (adj.)** [নাপুননিক]
- = artistic.
- How can you feel this painting, as you have no aesthetic sense.
- Aesthetically (adv.)
- I like objects to be both functional and aesthetically pleasing.
- Aesthetics (n.)
- = the formal study of art, especially in relation to the idea of beauty.

**Altruism (n.)** [পরিহিতত্তর]
- = the quality of unselfish concern for the welfare of others.
- Altruistic (adj.)
- I doubt whether her motives for donating the money are altruistic - she's probably looking for publicity.

**Amoral (adj.)** [অনিতান্ত]
- = without moral standards or principles.
- He has an amoral view of life in which anything he wants to do is all right.
- Amorality (n.)

**Anathema (n.)** [অভিশপ্ত বস্ত]
- = solemn curse.
- The thought of changing to another religion is anathema to many people.
- Anathematize (v.)

**Anguish (n.)** [নিন্দাঙ্গণ]
- = acute pain, extreme suffering.
- The visitor wept to see the anguish of the victims and their families.
- Anguished (adj.)

**Annex (v.)** [অধিকার করা, সংযোজন করা]
- = attach, take possession of.
- Britain annexed this small island west of Scotland in 1955.

**Apocalyptic (adj.)** [মহাপ্রলয়ত্ত্ব]
- = prophetic of devastation or ultimate doom.
- The crowd jeered at the street preacher's apocalyptic prediction of doom.

**Apocryphal (adj.)** [নাস্ত্যন্ত্রিন, প্রকাশনায়ক]
- = spurious, not authentic.
- Landing on the moon is most likely apocryphal now.
Arbor (n.) [বন্যা ক্ষেত্র]
⇒ = a sheltered place in a garden formed by trees and bushes which are grown to partly enclose it.
⇒ The rose arbor was beautiful when the roses were in bloom.
⇒ Arboreal (adj.)
⇒ = of or relating to or formed by trees.
⇒ Arboriculture (n.)
⇒ = the cultivation of tree for the production of timber.

Artless (adj.) [বলা ব্যথা, বিশ্বজগত]
⇒ = without guile, open and honest.
⇒ I have not seen artless man like him ever.
⇒ Artlessly (adv.)
⇒ Artlessness (n.)

Assail (v.) [জঙ্গি করা]
⇒ = assault.
⇒ He was assailed with insults and abuse as he left the court.

Assent (v.) [নিয়ন্ত্রণ দেয়া, অনুমোদন করা]
⇒ = agree, accept.
⇒ If I have to assent to your request, I must think about it for few days.
⇒ Assent (n.)
⇒ = agreement with a statement or proposal to do something.
⇒ He gave his assent eagerly.

Astound (v.) [বিচিত্র অভিভাষ্য বা ভিত্তি করা]
⇒ = to surprise or shock someone very much.
⇒ The news astounded me.

Atone (v.) [শান্ত করিসন, প্রতিষ্ঠান করা, গ্রাম করণ]
⇒ = make amends for, pay for.
⇒ The country’s leader has expressed a wish to atone for his actions in the past.
⇒ Atonement (n.)
⇒ He said that young hooligans should do community service as atonement for their crimes.

Auspicious (adj.) [হত, অনুপ্রদুষণ, গুলক্ষণ]
⇒ = favoring success.
⇒ It was an auspicious moment to set sail.
⇒ Auspiciously (adv.)
Besmirch (v.) [নোঁজ করা, ক্ষুধিয় করা]
⇒ = soil, defile.
⇒ The scandalous remarks in the newspaper besmirch the reputation of the University.

Bestir (v.) [কর্মতৎপর করা]
⇒ = to become active after a period of rest.
⇒ To bestir oneself.
⇒ I'd better bestir myself - there's work to be done.

Blithe (adj.) [হাসখুশ, পথুল]
⇒ = carefree and unconcerned.
⇒ He made some blithe remarks about the coming hurricane.
⇒ Blithely (adv.)
⇒ She blithely agreed to the contract without realizing what its consequences would be.

Blizzard (n.) [ভয়ঙ্কর বল তুষারঝড়]
⇒ = a severe snow storm with strong winds.
⇒ We once got stuck in a blizzard for six hours.

Brazen (adj.) [উদাসীন, পিতলার নায়]
⇒ = unrestrained by convention or propriety.
⇒ There were instances of brazen cheating in the exams.
⇒ His brazen voice [কর্কশ আওয়াজ] was disliked by others.

Broach (v.) [আলোচনা ও করা]
⇒ = bring up a topic for discussion.
⇒ He at last broached the topic of his marriage.

Brusque (adj.) [চোখ, অভ্যন্তর]
⇒ = blunt, abrupt.
⇒ He was shocked by her brusque reply.
⇒ Brusquely (adv.)
⇒ Brusqueness (n.)

Buoy (v.) [চায়ের রাখা]
⇒ = to prevent someone or something from sinking.
⇒ The very salty water buoyed her (up) as she swam.
⇒ She was buoyed (up) by the warm reception her audience gave her.
⇒ Buoyant (adj.) [ব্যতিক্রমী, প্রস্ফুট]
⇒ = able to float, cheerful and optimistic.
⇒ Take buoyant tyres if you go to Coxs' Bazar.
⇒ After reading the letter he was in a buoyant mood.
⇒ Buoyancy (n.)
⇒ He was a man of remarkable buoyancy [an ability to stay happy despite having difficulties].

Burgeon (v.) [বৃদ্ধি বিকশিত হওয়া, প্রজ্বলিত হওয়া]
⇒ = to develop or grow quickly.
⇒ Love burgeoned between them.
⇒ Burgeoning (adj.)

Callous (adj.) [উদাসীন]
⇒ = hardened, unfeeling.
⇒ Due to working in the hospital for many years, he became callous to the suffering of the inmates.
⇒ Callously (adj.)
⇒ Callousness (n.)

Calumny (n.) [আপত্তি, কলঙ্ক]
⇒ = malicious [বিবেদন, মিষ্টাবন]
⇒ misrepresentation, slander.
⇒ You are not my foe, why you are heaping calumny upon me!

Cantankerous (adj.) [বদেমজ্জ, কলহি পয়]
⇒ = ill-humored, irritable.
⇒ He's getting a bit cantankerous in his old age.

Captious (adj.) [ত্রিকাজ্জনী, বৃত্তৃত্তে ত]
⇒ = fault-finding.
⇒ Captiously (adv.)

Catharsis (n.) [আপত্তি, চোথ বিকাশ]
⇒ = the release of pent-up emotions.
⇒ Cathartic (adj.)
⇒ A cathartic experience.

Centrifuge (n.) [ভাঙ্গ ঘূর্ণ দ্বারা পৃথক করার যন্ত্র]
⇒ = machine that separates substances by whirling them.
⇒ At the dairy, we employ a centrifuge to separate cream from milk.
⇒ Centrifugal (adj.)
Chafe (v.) [ঘেষ গরম করা]
⇒ = (1) warm by rubbing (2) cause annoyance in; disturb, especially by minor irritations.
⇒ He chafed his hand before the fire.
⇒ The slow traffic chafed her as she hurried to work.

Chronicle (n.) [কালানুক্তিমান ঘটনাপত্র]
⇒ = a written record of historical events.
⇒ Chronicle (v.)
⇒ The book chronicles the writer's coming to terms with his illness.

Churl (n.) [বদেমজাজী লোক]
⇒ Churlish (adj.)
⇒ = boorish, rude.
⇒ His churlish behavior annoys everyone.
⇒ Churlishly (adv.)

Cimmerian (adj.)
⇒ = intensely dark and gloomy as with perpetual darkness.

Cleanse (v.) [পিরসার করা]
⇒ = to make something completely clean.
⇒ Cleanse the cut/wound thoroughly before you bandage it.
⇒ Cleanser (n.) [িবেশাধক]
⇒ Cleansing (adj.)
⇒ A cleansing cream/lotion.

Cloy (v.) [সমদ, খাদয় আনন্দকরা আিতশেয় আিতরকা আিতরকা]
⇒ = supply or feed to surfeit.
⇒ Cloyed with sweets.
⇒ Cloying (adj.)
⇒ = distasteful, excessively sweet or sentimental.
⇒ Disliking the cloying sweetness of standard wedding cakes, Mr. Rafique chose a home made carrot cake.

Coffin (n.) [বৃহৎ মজুবুত একফিট যার মেধয় ধনরাখা হয়]
⇒ = a large strong box in which money or valuable objects are kept.
⇒ The treasure was locked away in coffers.
⇒ The government's coffers are empty and it must raise taxes.

Cognomen (n.)
⇒ = a familiar name for a person (often a shortened version of a person's given name).

Comrade (n.) [অনুরূপ সঙ্গী/সহকর্মী, বিশেষ বন্ধু]
⇒ = a person who is frequently in the company of another.
⇒ Many of his comrades were killed in the battle.
⇒ Comradely (adj.)
⇒ Comradeship (n.)

Conjecture (n.) [নিযন্ত্রণ করা]
⇒ = a hypothesis that has been formed by speculating.
⇒ Conjecture (v.)
⇒ = to believe especially on uncertain or tentative grounds.

Contusion (n.)
⇒ = injure the underlying soft tissue or bone of.
⇒ Contusion (n.) [আহত অবস্থা]

Conundrum (n.)
⇒ = a difficult problem.
⇒ Arranging childcare over the school holidays can be quite a conundrum for working parents.

Corpse (n.) [মৃতেদহ, শব]
⇒ = the dead body of a human being.
⇒ The murder victim's corpse lay in the street.
⇒ Corporeal (adj.) [শরীরী সাঙ্গক্তিক, দৈহিক]
⇒ = having material or physical form or substance.
⇒ Corporeally (adv.)
⇒ Incorporeal (adj.)
⇒ = not having a physical body but a spiritual form.
⇒ In the film, the house was visited by a strange incorporeal being.

Corroborate (v.)
⇒ = to provide evidence or information that supports a statement, theory, etc.
⇒ Recent research seems to corroborate his theory.
⇒ Corroboration (n.)

Crony (n.)
⇒ = a close friend or confidant.
⇒ The President has a large number of cronies in his administration.

Cope (v.)
⇒ = to deal with or manage a situation.
⇒ The new manager was trying to cope with the workload.

Cost (n.)
⇒ = the amount of money or resources needed to accomplish something.
⇒ The cost of the project was estimated at $50,000.
Without corroboration from forensic tests, it will be difficult to prove that the suspect is guilty.

Corroborating (adj.)
Corroborating evidence/reports.

Covenant (v.) [চুিকরণ করাও]
= Enter into a formal agreement.
5% of our profits are covenanted to charity.
Covenant (n.)
= a signed written agreement between two or more parties (nations) to perform some action.
The contract contained a restrictive covenant against building on the land.

Covert (adj.)
= secret or hidden.
The government was accused of covert military operations against the regime.
Covert (n.)
Covertly (adv.)

Craven (adj.) [কাপুর্ষ]
= cowardly, lacking even the rudiments of courage.
A craven act of terrorism.
Cravenly (adv.)

Creed (n.) [ধমর্ম মতবাদ]
= any system of principles or beliefs.
The church published its creed about belief in God.

Curt (adj.) [স্কুলাজী, কাৰ্যরী বিহাম]
= marked by rude or peremptory shortness.
A curt reply, A curt way of talking.
Curtly (adv.)
Steve answered curtly and turned his back on me.
Curtness (n.)
Claire's curtness made him wonder what he'd done wrong.

Curtsy (n.) [নোয়ার প্রশ্ন প্রশ্নকারের ভঙ্গি]
= bending the knees; a gesture of respect made by women.
Curtsy (v.)
She curtseyed to the Queen.

Cynosure (n.) [দুটি আলোকন্তন দক্ষ বাহির/বষ্ট]
= sth that strongly attracts attention and admiration.

Deadpan (adj.) [আলোচনা, মাদামুলো]
= deliberately impassive in manner.
A deadpan expression/voice.
Deadpan (adv.)
= without betraying any feeling.

Decamp (v.) [প্রচোধ, পালায়ন]
= leave a camp, run away, leave suddenly.
The hikers decamped before dawn.
He decamped from the hotel with someone else's luggage.

Deceit (n.) [জানিও, ছলনা]
= the quality of being fraudulent.
Deceive (v.) [জানিও করা]
The company deceived customers by selling old computers as new ones.
Deceiver (n.) [জানিওক]
= someone who deceives people.

Defer (v.) [হৃগত মূলত রাখা, বিলিয়ন করা]
= to agree with sb’s decision cause u have respect towards them.
To defer to one’s elders/to sb’s opinions.
A deferred telegram.
Deferment (n.)
I have a deferment from military service while I am a student.
Deference (n.)
Deferential (adj.)
Deferentially (adv.)

Deluge (v.) [প্রাপ্তকরণ]
= fill or cover completely, usually with water.
The city was deluged when the river burst its banks.
Deluge (n.) [প্রাপ্তকরণ]
This little stream can become a deluge when it rains heavily.

Demagogue (n.) [বক্তব্যবাদী দেনাত]
= a political leader who seeks support by appealing to popular passions and prejudices.
Hitler was a demagogue.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demagogic (adj.)</td>
<td>Do not hallucinate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demagogically (adv.)</td>
<td>Do not hallucinate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deport (v.)</td>
<td>expel from a country.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thousands of illegal immigrants are caught and deported every year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deportation (n.)</td>
<td>There were mass deportations in the 1930s, when thousands of people were</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>forced to leave the country.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deportee (n.)</td>
<td>Do not hallucinate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deprave (v.)</td>
<td>corrupt morally or by intemperance or sensuality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The state of being morally bad.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>After he lost his job, he fell slowly into a life of drugs and depravity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deride (v.)</td>
<td>ridicule.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>They derided my suggestion as utopian.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derision (n.)</td>
<td>Do not hallucinate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derisive (adj.)</td>
<td>Do not hallucinate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desiccate (v.)</td>
<td>lose water or moisture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Desiccated fruit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desiccant (n.)</td>
<td>Do not hallucinate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desolate (v.)</td>
<td>cause extensive destruction or ruin utterly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The house stood in a bleak and desolate landscape.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desolately (adv.)</td>
<td>providing no shelter or sustenance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desolation (n.)</td>
<td>Do not hallucinate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diaphanous (adj.)</td>
<td>(of cloth) so light and fine that you can almost see through it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diaphaneity (n.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diaphanously (adv.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diaphanosusness (n.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Disabuse (v.)** [আঁত ধরণে থেকে মুক্ত করা]
- free somebody (from an erroneous belief).
- Proper education can disabuse a man of communal prejudices.
- He thinks that he can say whatever he wants, but I will disabuse him of that idea.

**Dispatch (v.)** [কোন বিষয়ে প্রেরণ করা, কোন কাজ (কাশ্ত করা) করা]
- send off promptly, kill quickly.
- The injured horse was suffering, so we dispatched it with a shot to the head.
- He performs his duties with dispatch by quickly doing what his boss asks.
- Dispatch (n.)
- The dispatch of the letter was delayed.

**Disquiet (v.)** [উদ্দিন করা]
- to make uneasy or anxious.
- We were disquieted by the news of his illness.
- Disquiet (n.)
- anxiety.
- The news of his illness caused much Disquiet in the office.
- Disquietude (n.)
- feelings of anxiety that make you tense and irritable.

**Dissertation (n.)** [বিদ্যাগত দীর্ঘকালীন প্রবন্ধ]
- a long formal treatment of a subject, esp. one written for a higher university degree.
- Ann did her dissertation on Baudelaire.
- After years of writing her doctoral dissertation, it was accepted and she received her Ph.D.

**Distend (v.)** [ফোলা বা ফোলানো]
- extend/ expand abnormally, swell out, bloat.
- In the refugee centers we saw many children whose stomachs were distended because of lack of food.
- Distension (n.)

**Drab (adj.)** [সূর্ণ, অশোক]
- dull, causing dejection.
- I feel so drab in this grey uniform.
- Drabness (n.)
It's the unrelieved drabness of big industrial cities that depresses me.

Drone (v.) = talk in a monotonous voice.
He was droning on (and on) about his operation.

Drone (n.)

Edify (v.) = to improve someone's mind.
Edification (n.)
I tend to watch the television for pleasure rather than edification.

Edifying (adj.)

Efface (v.) = remove completely from recognition or memory.
The whole country had tried to efface the memory of the old dictatorship.

Effacement (n.)

Effervesce (v.) = become bubbly or frothy or foaming.
Effervescence (n.) = the process of bubbling as gas escapes.
Effervescent (adj.)
Meg Ryan has an effervescent personality.

Embellish (v.) = (1) add details to (2) make more beautiful.
Numerous sponsors are coming forward to embellish the program thereby getting a chance to be highlighted in the society.

Embellishment (n.)

Embezzle (v.) = to secretly take money that is in your care or that belongs to an organization or business you work for.
She embezzled thousands of dollars from the charity.

Embezzlement (n.)

Emblem (n.) = a visible symbol representing an abstract idea.
A rose is the national emblem of England.

Emblematic (adj.)
A sword is emblematic of power gained by violence.

Emblematically (adv.)

Emigrate (v.) = to leave a country permanently and go to live in another one.
Millions of Germans emigrated from Europe to America in the nineteenth century.

Emigration (n.)
Immigrant (n.) = a person who emigrates.

Emollient (adj./n.) = having a softening or soothing effect especially to the skin.
An emollient cream.

Emote (v.)
Emotive (adj.)
**Enervate** (v.) [শারীরিক ও মানসিকভাবে দুর্বল করা]
↛ = weaken mentally or morally.
↛ Enervating (adj.)
↛ I find this heat very enervating.

**Enjoin** (v.) [আদেশ প্রদান করা]
↛ = give instructions to or direct somebody to do something with authority, to stop/prevent.
↛ The court enjoined the prosecution from convicting an innocent man.

**Ennui** (n.) [মনের মত কাজ না পাওয়ার কারণে মানসিক ক্ষতিও]
↛ = the feeling of being bored by something tedious.
↛ The whole country seems to be affected by the ennui of winter.

**Enconce** (v.) [িনেজেক পিরঃত করা (িনরাপদ আরামদায়ক সােন)]
↛ = fix firmly.
↛ He ensconced himself in the chair.

**Entreat** (v.) [a ননয়িবনয় করা]
↛ = ask for or request earnestly.
↛ Entreatingly (adv.) [সিবনয়]

**Epistemology** (n.)
↛ = the philosophical theory of knowledge.

**Erudite** (adj.) [পািন্ডতয্পূণর্]
↛ = having or showing profound knowledge.
↛ He's the author of an erudite book on Scottish history.
↛ Eruditely (adv.)
↛ Erudition (n.) [বিবর্ত]
↛ A work of great erudition.

**Ether** (n.) [আলোক-েরচের কলিপিত মাধ্যম]
↛ = light and delicate, especially in an unnatural way.
↛ Ethereal (adj.)
↛ Ethereally (adv.)

**Exact** (v.) [দািব করা ও আদায় করা, জেন করা, জররিভােব ঘাওয়া]
↛ = to demand and obtain something, sometimes using force, threats or persuasion, or to make something necessary.
↛ The blackmailers exacted a total of $100 000 from their victims.
↛ Heart surgery exacts tremendous skill and concentration.
↛ Exacting (adj.) [অবধি চাহিদাসম্প্লা, কড়া, কঠিন]
↛ = demanding a lot of effort, care or attention.
↛ An exacting training schedule.

**Excerpt** (n.) [কোন গ্রহের জিয়ভাবে ছাপানো অংশবিশেষ]
↛ = a passage selected from a larger work.
↛ An excerpt from her new thriller will appear in this weekend's magazine.
↛ Excerpt (v.)
↛ = take out of a literary work in order to cite or copy.
↛ This passage of text has been excerpted from her latest novel.

**Exhilarate** (v.) [উত্তৃক্ত করা]
↛ = fill with sublime emotion.
↛ Exhilarating (adj.)
↛ The cold autumn air exhilarates me.
↛ Exhilaration (n.)

**Hortative** (adj.) [উপদেশক, প্রবর্ধক]
↛ Hortatory (adj.)
↛ = giving strong encouragement.
↛ Exhort (v.) [বিশশভাবে উপদেশ দেয়া বা উংঃ করা, সনির্বাঙ্ক অনুরোধ করা]
↛ The governor exhorted the prisoners not to riot.
↛ Exhortation (n.)
↛ The book is essentially an exhortation to religious tolerance.

**Extempore** (adj./adv.) [পূবর্ পূবিত ছাড়া]
↛ = with little or no preparation or forethought.
↛ At the audition, the actors were asked to perform extempore.
↛ Extemporary (adj.)
↛ Extemporarily (adv.)
↛ Extemporaneous (adj.)
↛ An extemporaneous speech.
↛ Extemporaneously (adv.)
Extol (v.) [উচ্চ প্রশংসা করা]
⇒ = praise, glorify or honor.
⇒ She is forever extolling the virtues of her children.

Extricate (v.) [মুক্ত করা]
⇒ = release from entanglement of difficulty.
⇒ I tried to extricate myself from the situation but it was impossible.
⇒ Extrication (n.)

Fathom (v.) [তল পাওয়া, গভীরতা মাপা]
⇒ = come to understand, measure the depth of (a body of water) with a sounding line.
⇒ Unfathomed (adj.)
⇒ Unfathomable (adj.)

Feckless (adj.) [বয্থ, অক্ষ, দারিয়ত্বী]
⇒ = not fit to assume responsibility.
⇒ He was portrayed as a feckless drunk.
⇒ Fecklessly (adv.)
⇒ Fecklessness (n.)

Fidget (v.) [শরীরের অংশিবেশ অহিরভাবে নাড়াচড়া করা]
⇒ = move restlessly.
⇒ Children can't sit still for long without fidgeting.
⇒ Fidget (n.)

Foment (v.) [সেক দেয়া, উদ্বৈত করা]
⇒ = try to stir up public opinion.
⇒ The song was banned on the grounds that it might foment racial tension.

Forensic (adj.)
⇒ = related to scientific methods of solving crimes.
⇒ Forensic examination revealed a large quantity of poison in the dead man's stomach.

Forge (v.) [জাল করা]
⇒ = make a copy of with the intent to deceive.
⇒ A forged passport/ signature.
⇒ Forger (n.) [জালকরকার]
⇒ = someone who makes copies illegally.
⇒ Forgery (n.)
⇒ He increased his income by forgery.

Forgo (v.) [ত্যাগ করা]
⇒ = to do without, to abstain from.
⇒ I shall have to forgo the pleasure of seeing you this week.

Fraud (n.) [দন্ডনীয় প্রতারণা, প্রতারক]
⇒ = intentional deception resulting in injury to another person.
⇒ Fraudster (n.)
⇒ = someone who obtains money by deceiving people.
⇒ New measures are needed to prevent fraudsters opening bank accounts with stolen checks.
⇒ Fraudulent (adj.)
⇒ = dishonest and illegal.
⇒ The company made fraudulent statements in its television commercials for its shampoo.
⇒ Fraudulently (adv.)

Frenzy (n.) [উদ্দার্ত]
⇒ = state of violent mental agitation.
⇒ In a frenzy of rage she hit him.
⇒ Frenzied (adj.)
⇒ As the evening wore on the dancing got more and more frenzied.

Fret (v.) [ছটফট করা]
⇒ = worry unnecessarily or excessively.
⇒ Don't fret - I'm sure he's OK.
⇒ Fret (n.)
⇒ = agitation resulting from active worry.
⇒ Fretful (adj.)
⇒ By midnight the children were tired and fretful.
⇒ Fretfully (adv.)

Frugal (adj.) [সাবধান, মিতবয়ী]
⇒ = avoiding waste.
⇒ A frugal meal of bread and soup.
⇒ Frugally (adv.)
⇒ We had very little money left, so we ate frugally in cheap cafés and bars.
⇒ Frugality (n.)

Gauche (adj.) [সামাজিকভাবে আড়াল/অপ্রতিক্রিয়া]
⇒ = lacking social polish.
⇒ She had grown from a gauche teenager to a self-assured young woman.
⇒ Gaucherie (n.) [আড়াই আচরণ/কাজ/পরিচালন]
⇒ = the quality of being rustic or gauche.
Gesture (n.) [ইশুরা, ইশ্যুরিত]  
⇒ = motion of hands or body to emphasize or help to express a thought or feeling.  
⇒ She made a rude gesture at the other driver.  
⇒ Gesture (v.) [অঙ্গভিঙ্কি করা]  
⇒ = show, express or direct through movement.  
⇒ He made no answer but walked on, gesturing for me to follow.  
⇒ Gesticulate (v.) [অঙ্গভিঙ্কি করা]  
⇒ = show, express or direct through movement.  
⇒ There was a man outside the window gesticulating wildly.

Goad (v.) [তাড়না এবং আর্তনা দেয়া]  
⇒ = give heart or courage to.  
⇒ Will the pressure applied by environmentalists be enough to goad the industrialized nations into using less fossil fuel?  
⇒ Goad (n.)  
⇒ The thought of exams next week is a great goad to the students to work hard.

Gorge (v.) [খেয়ে দোল হওয়া]  
⇒ = overeat or eat immodestly.  
⇒ Gorge (n.) [ঝাঁকুটায়ে তমা খাবার]  
⇒ The sight made my gorge rise.  
⇒ Gorge (n.) [গধির পরিবেশ]  
⇒ Engorge (v.)  
⇒ = overeat or eat immodestly.  
⇒ Disgorgel (v.) [উল্প্রানা, বাম করা]

Grimace (v.) [েভংিচ কাটা]  
⇒ = to make an expression of pain, strong dislike, etc. in which the face twists in an ugly way.  
⇒ He tried to stand and grimaced with pain.  
⇒ Grimace (n.)  
⇒ Helen made a grimace of disgust when she saw the raw meat.

Gull (v.) [খোঁকা দেয়া, প্রতারণা করা]  
⇒ = make a fool or dupe of.  
⇒ He gullied me out of my money.  
⇒ Gullible (adj.) [সহজে প্রতারণাযোগ্য]  
⇒ Gullibility (n.)

Haughty (adj.) [উত্তেজনা, অহ্ংকার্ষ]  
⇒ = unfriendly and seeming to consider yourself better than other people.  
⇒ She has a rather haughty manner.  
⇒ Haughtily (adv.)  
⇒ Haughtiness (n.)

Heckle (v.) [জনসভায় বক্তাকে বার বার থামিয়ে দিয়ে তাকে নানান কুটির জোর্জতি করা]  
⇒ = challenge aggressively.  
⇒ A few angry locals started heckling (the speaker).  
⇒ Heckler (n.)  
⇒ The heckler was ejected from the hall by a couple of police officers.  
⇒ Heckling (n.)

Heliocentric (adj.)  
⇒ = having the sun as the center.

Hermit (n.) [তপস্যা]  
⇒ Hermitage (n.) [আর্য্য্য]  
⇒ Hermetic (adj.) [সর্বজ্ঞতা]  
⇒ = completely sealed, completely airtight.  
⇒ A hermetic poem.  
⇒ Hermetically (adv.)  
⇒ Hermetically sealed.

Heuristic (adj.)  
⇒ = (of a method of teaching) allowing students to learn by discovering things themselves and learning from their own experiences rather than by telling them things.  
⇒ Heuristics is called the discovery approach in education.

Hideous (adj.) [অতি কৃষিত]  
⇒ = extremely ugly or bad.  
⇒ She wears the most hideous color combinations you could ever imagine.  
⇒ Hideously (adv.)

Histrionic (adj.) [নাটক, কথা, আধুনিকতা হীন]  
⇒ = characteristic of acting or a stage performance; often affected.  
⇒ Histrionic ability [অভিনয় নৈপুণ্য]  
⇒ She put on a histrionic display of grief at her ex-husband's funeral.  
⇒ Histrionics (n.) [নাটিয়ালিজন, মাহাত্ম্যানন]
Homage (n.) 
= deep respect and often praise shown for a person or god.
= On this occasion we pay homage to him for his achievements.

Icicle (n.)
= ice resembling a pendent spear, formed by the freezing of dripping water.
= Icicles hung from the roof.

Immaculate (adj.)
= (1) extremely clean and tidy (2) containing no mistakes.
= An immaculate uniform / room.
= The property is in immaculate condition.
= An immaculate performance.
= His sense of timing was immaculate.
= Immaculately (adv.)
= Immaculately dressed.

Impasse (n.)
= a situation in which no progress can be made or no advancement is possible.
= The dispute had reached an impasse, as neither side would compromise.

Impede (v.)
= be a hindrance or obstacle to.
= Impediment (n.)
= anything that makes progress difficult.

Impetuous (adj.)
= (1) tending to act on a sudden idea or wish, without considering the results of your actions (2) marked by violent force.
= The Prime Minister may now be regretting her impetuous promise to reduce unemployment by half.
= Impetuously (adv.)
= Impetuosity (n.)

Implore (v.)
= to beg.

She implored her parents not to send her away to school.
She had an imploring look in her eyes.

Impromptu (adj./adv.)
= an extemporaneous speech or remark.
= An impromptu party/performance.

Cant (n.)
= insincere talk about religion or morals.
= Incantation (n.)
= a ritual recitation of words or sounds believed to have a magical effect.
= Around the fire, tribal elders chanted incantations.

Inchoate (v.)
= imperfectly formed.
= She had a child's inchoate awareness of language.
= Inchoative (adj.)

Incinerate (v.)
= cause to undergo combustion.
= The spacecraft and its crew were incinerated by the billion-degree temperatures generated by the fireball.
= Incinerator (n.)
= A hospital incinerator.
= Incineration (n.)

Corrigible (adj.)
= capable of being corrected or set right.
= Incorrigible (adj.)
= impervious to correction by punishment.
= An incorrigible liar/rogue.
= Incorrigibly (adv.)

Incur (v.)
= bring upon oneself.
= Incur debt; Incur hatred.
= The play has incurred the wrath/anger of both audiences and critics.

Indigent (adj.)
= very poor.
= Some indigent people beg for money and food.
= Indigence (n.)
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Ingratiate (v.) [অনুরোধভাজন হওয়া]
⇒ = gain favor with somebody by deliberate efforts.
⇒ With an ingratiating smile [মন গলানো হাতি].
⇒ Ingratiatingly (adv.) [অনুরোধজ্জীপকভাবে].

Innervate (v.)
⇒ = supply nerves to (some organ or body part), stimulate to action.
⇒ Innervate a muscle or a nerve.

Insouciance (n.) [নিলজ্জতা]
⇒ = the cheerful feeling you have when nothing is troubling you.
⇒ Insouciant (n.) [উদাসীন, নিলজ্জতা]

Interdict (v.) [নিষেধকভাব করা]
⇒ = command against.
⇒ Interdict (n.) [নিষেধকভাব]
⇒ Interdiction (n.) [নিষেধক]

Trepidation (n.) [সচিকতি ভাব]
⇒ = fear or anxiety about what is going to happen, a feeling of alarm or dread.
⇒ We view future developments with some trepidation.
⇒ Intrepid (adj.) [অনুরোধকভাব]
⇒ Intrepidly (adv.)
⇒ Intrepidity (n.)

Intricate (adj.) [জিটল, কুটল]
⇒ = having many complexly arranged elements.
⇒ An intricate plot.
⇒ Intricately (adv.)
⇒ Intricacy (n.)

Inundate (v.) [প্রাপ্তিকরা]
⇒ = fill or cover completely, usually with water.
⇒ Be inundated with congratulations.
⇒ Inundation (n.) [প্রাপ্তি/করা]

Inveigh (v.) [বিযোদ্ধার করা, বাক্যাবার হানা]
⇒ = to criticize severely.
⇒ Inveigh against sb/sth.
⇒ There were politicians who inveighed against immigrants to get votes.

Inveigle (v.) [বিপথে নিয়ে যাওয়া, প্রতিবাদের সাহায্য কিছু করানো]
⇒ = lead astray.
⇒ Inveigle sb into (doing) sth.
⇒ The young girl was inveigled by her associates.

Jeopardize (v.) [বিপদসংক্রণ করা]
⇒ = pose a threat to.
⇒ Jeopardy (n.) [বিপদ, বুঝকি, কর্তঃ]
⇒ = dangerous position or situation.
⇒ His social position is in jeopardy.

Jibe (v.)
⇒ = be compatible, similar or consistent; coincide in their characteristics.
⇒ Jibe (n.)
⇒ = an aggressive remark directed at a person like a missile and intended to have a telling effect.

Jingo (n.) [রণমনোন্বিত দেশের মাননীয়]
⇒ = an extreme bellicose nationalist.
⇒ Jingoism (n.)
⇒ Jingoist (n.)
⇒ Jingoistic (adj.)

Jurisprudence (n.) [মানবিক আইনের বিজ্ঞান ও দর্শন]
⇒ = the study of law and the principles on which law is based.
⇒ The great problem for jurisprudence to allow freedom while enforcing order.

Luster (n.) [ঔজ্জল, দীপক, যশ]
⇒ = the brightness that a shiny surface has.
⇒ Lustrous (adj.)
⇒ = very shiny.
⇒ Lustrously (adv.)
⇒ Lackluster (adj.)
⇒ = (1) lacking brilliance or vitality (2) lacking luster.
⇒ Britain's number-one tennis player gave a disappointingly lackluster performance.

Lamentable (adj.)
⇒ = deserving severe criticism; very bad.
⇒ The lamentable state of the economy.
⇒ Lamentably (adv.)
⇒ The government says the report, have carried out lamentably few of their promises.
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Lampoon (v.) [কাউকে তীর ব্যঞ্জন করে কিছু লেখা]
⇒ = ridicule with satire.
⇒ Lampoon (n.)
⇒ The magazine ‘Aalpin’ was famed for its merciless political lampoons.

Lassitude (n.) [কষ্টস্বভা]
⇒ = a feeling of lack of interest or energy.
⇒ Shareholders are blaming the company’s problems on the lassitude of the managing director.

Lax (adj.) [আলগা, ইঢলাঃ]
⇒ = lacking care, attention or control; not severe or strong enough.
⇒ He took a gun through baggage control to highlight the lax security.
⇒ Laxity (n.)
⇒ Laxly (adv.)

Leeway (v.)
⇒ = freedom to act within particular limits.
⇒ Local councils will be given some leeway as to how they implement the legislation.

Limerick (n.) [কোটুকুপড় ছড়া]
⇒ = a humorous poem with five lines.
⇒ He writes and recites limericks for fun.

Liquidate (v.) [ঘতিত করে ফেলা, মেরে ফেলা, দেনা পরিশোধ করা]
⇒ = get rid of (someone who may be a threat) by killing.
⇒ The storekeeper liquidated her inventory by offering it for sale at a big discount.
⇒ The owner liquidated his business and retired.

Lissome (v.) [কমনীয়, চটপেট]
⇒ = moving and bending with ease.
⇒ Lissomness (n.)

Lop (v.) [গাছ কাটা, খুলে থাঙ্গা]
⇒ = cut off from a whole.
⇒ I’ll need to lop off the lower branches of the tree.

Loquacity (n.) [বাচাল-স্বভাব]
⇒ = the quality of being wordy and talkative.
⇒ Loquacious (adj.)
⇒ Loquaciously (adv.)
⇒ Loquaciousness (n.)

Lumberjack (n.)
⇒ = a person who fells trees.

Lynch (v.) [বিধি বিরুদ্ধে ফাঁকিয়ে মারা]
⇒ = kill without legal sanction.
⇒ Cowboys lynched the cattle thief after they caught him.

Macerate (v.) [পািনেত িভিজেয় নরম করা]
⇒ = become soft or disintegrate as a result of excessive soaking.
⇒ Mix together all the ingredients and leave them to macerate in the fridge overnight.

Content (adj.) [তৃপ]
⇒ = satisfy in a limited way.
⇒ I am content with my present salary.
⇒ Malcontent (adj.)
⇒ Discontent (n.)

Malignant (adj.) [আপকারী, কষ্টকার, মারা তক]
⇒ = dangerous to health.
⇒ The process by which malignant cancer cells multiply isn’t fully understood.
⇒ Malignantly (adv.)
⇒ Malignancy (n.)

Malinger (v.) [কর্তব্য এড়ানোর উদ্দেশ্যে অস্বাভাবিকভাবে ভান করা]
⇒ = avoid responsibilities and duties, e.g., by pretending to be ill.
⇒ And is he really ill or just malingering?
⇒ Malingerer (n.)
⇒ I’m sure she thinks I’m a malingerer.

Maudlin (adj.) [আলি বিচিত্রিত হয় বা কলামাকাটি ভুল করে এমন]
⇒ = insincerely emotional.
⇒ Romantic novels can be maudlin if the hero dies.
**Maverick (n.)** [বেওয়ারিশ পত্র, পেঁটা নয় এমন লোক]
\( \Rightarrow \) = unbranded range animal.
\( \Rightarrow \) Maverick (adj.)
\( \Rightarrow \) = independent in behavior or thought.

**Mead (n.)**
\( \Rightarrow \) = made of fermented honey and water.

**Megalomancy (n.)** [লিজেকে অতি ক্ষমতাবান লোকের
ভাবার বাংলা]
\( \Rightarrow \) = a psychological state characterized
by delusions of grandeur.
\( \Rightarrow \) The dictator suffers from megalomaniac
in planning to construct large palaces
with armies that he does not have.
\( \Rightarrow \) Megalomaniac (n.)

**Mercenary (adj.)** [ক্ষুদ্র অর্থ ও অন্যান্য প্রত্যাহার
জন্য কাজ করে এমন]
\( \Rightarrow \) = profit oriented.
\( \Rightarrow \) He had some mercenary scheme to
marry a wealthy widow.
\( \Rightarrow \) Mercenary (n.)

**Mercurial (adj.)** [পায়ন, চটপেট,
কর্মীবলনশীল]
\( \Rightarrow \) = liable to sudden unpredictable
change.
\( \Rightarrow \) She was entertaining but unpredictable,
with mercurial mood swings.

**Militant (adj.)** [যুদ্ধকেন্দ্রী]
\( \Rightarrow \) = active, determined and often willing
to use force.
\( \Rightarrow \) The group has taken a militant position
on the abortion issue and is refusing to
compromise.
\( \Rightarrow \) Militant (n.)
\( \Rightarrow \) Militantly (adv.)
\( \Rightarrow \) Militancy (n.)

**Mince (v.)** [কিমা করা, চিবিয়ে, চিবিয়ে কথা বলা]
\( \Rightarrow \) = (1) make less severe or harsh (2) to
walk in an artificial way, with small
delicate steps (3) cut into small pieces.
\( \Rightarrow \) He minced across the room in a pair of
tight pink trousers.
\( \Rightarrow \) Mince (n.)

**Missive (n.)** [লিখিত, লিখিতার ধরনের (পত্র)
অনুযায়ী]
\( \Rightarrow \) = a written message addressed to a
person or organization.
\( \Rightarrow \) She sent a ten-page missive to the
council, detailing her objections.

**Mnemonic (adj.)** [সূত্রের সহায়তায় উদ্বেগে
পরিকল্পিত]
\( \Rightarrow \) = of or relating to or involved the
practice of aiding the memory.
\( \Rightarrow \) The musical notes on the lines go
EGBDF - use the mnemonic 'every
good boy deserves fun'.
\( \Rightarrow \) Mnemonic (adj.)

**Muffle (v.)** [উচ্চতা বা সুর করার জন্য আঘাতিত করা,
জড়ানো]
\( \Rightarrow \) = conceal or hide.
\( \Rightarrow \) Muffle one’s throat.
\( \Rightarrow \) Muffled voice [চাপা গলা]
\( \Rightarrow \) Muffle the oars [চাপা ঈশা] of a boat
[কাপড় ঈশার জড়িত (ঘষম, ঘষম ঈশার) শব্দে
চাপা দেওয়া]
\( \Rightarrow \) Muffler [পালক]

**Mundane (adj.)** [পার্থক্য, নিত্য, মামলা]
\( \Rightarrow \) = found in the ordinary course of
events.
\( \Rightarrow \) Mundane occupations/speeches.
\( \Rightarrow \) Mundanely (adv.)

**Munificent (adj.)** [extremely generous, দানবীর]
\( \Rightarrow \) = very generous.
\( \Rightarrow \) A munificent patron / gift / gesture.
\( \Rightarrow \) He enjoys being munificent on a
princely scale.
\( \Rightarrow \) Munificence (n.)

**Naïve (adj.)** [কাঁচা]
\( \Rightarrow \) = inexperienced.
\( \Rightarrow \) She was very naive to believe that he'd
stay with her.
\( \Rightarrow \) Naïvely (adv.)
\( \Rightarrow \) Naïveté (n.)

**Narcotic (n./adj.)** [মাদকবয়,]
\( \Rightarrow \) = of or relating to or designating
narcotics.
\( \Rightarrow \) He faces three years in jail for selling
narcotics.
\( \Rightarrow \) A narcotic effect.

**Nebula (n.)** [লীহারিকার]
\( \Rightarrow \) = a cloud of gas/dust in outer space.
\( \Rightarrow \) Nebular (adj.)
\( \Rightarrow \) Nebulous (adj.) [লীহার, অপমানী, মেহদস্তুত]
\( \Rightarrow \) Nebulous concepts.
Nefarious (adj.) [নেফারিজ]  
⇒ = extremely wicked.  
⇒ One of his nefarious crimes was the bombing of a busy train station.

Nonchalant (adj.) [নন্চালেন্ট]  
⇒ = marked by blithe unconcern.  
⇒ He was quite nonchalant about losing his job.  
⇒ Nonchalance (n.)

Nondescript (n.)  
⇒ = a person is not easily classified and not very interesting.  
⇒ The meteorological bureau is in a nondescript building on the outskirts of town.

Numismatics (n.) [নুমিস্মেটিক্স]  
⇒ = the collection and study of money (and coins in particular).
⇒ Numismatist (n.)

Oasis (v.) [ওয়াসাইস]  
⇒ = a fertile tract in a desert.  
⇒ Her office was an oasis of peace and sanity amid the surrounding chaos.

Obfuscate (v.) [অফাস্কেট]  
⇒ = make obscure or unclear.  
⇒ She was criticized for using arguments that obfuscated the main issue.
⇒ Obfuscation (n.)

Odium (n.) [প্রবণতার তৃষ্ণা বা বিদ্যুত]  
⇒ = hate and strong disapproval.  
⇒ Odious (adj.) [প্রবণতার]  
⇒ An odious crime.  
⇒ Odiously (adv.)

Ontology (n.)  
⇒ = the metaphysical study of the nature of being and existence.

Opaque (adj.) [অপেক্ষাকৃত]  
⇒ = not transmitting or reflecting light or radiant energy.  
⇒ His writing style can be opaque in places.  
⇒ Opaquely (adv.)  
⇒ Opacity (n.)

Opiate (n.) [পেমের জন্য ব্যবহৃত অফিয়ামার]  
⇒ = a narcotic drug that contains opium or an opium derivative.

Opprobrious (adj.) [তিরস্কারদায়ক, গালিবাজারদায়ক, অপুষ্টনন্দন]  
⇒ = expressing offensive reproach.  
⇒ Opprobriously (adv.)  
⇒ Opprobrium (n.) [তিরস্কার, গালি, নিদর্শন, কলঙ্ক]  
⇒ International opprobrium has been heaped on the country following its attack on its neighbors.

Ostensible (adj.) [লোক দেখার জন্য]  
⇒ = appearing or claiming to be one thing when it is really something else.  
⇒ Their ostensible goal was to clean up government corruption, but their real aim was to unseat the government.  
⇒ Ostensibly (adv.)  
⇒ Ostentation (n.)  
⇒ Her luxurious lifestyle and personal ostentation were both hated and envied.  
⇒ The ostentation of the newly rich.  
⇒ Ostentious (adj.) [জাঁকােলা, লোক দেখাতে পছন্দ করে এমন]  
⇒ = intended to attract notice and impress others.  
⇒ They criticized the ostentatious lifestyle of their leaders.  
⇒ Ostentatiously (adv.)  
⇒ Unostentatious (adj.)

Palate (n.) [পালা, প্রোথিকোষ]  
⇒ = the upper surface of the mouth that separates the oral and nasal cavities.  
⇒ He has a good palate for Chinese food.  
⇒ Palatable (adj.) [স্বাদমান]  
⇒ Palatal (adj., n.) [জিব দ্বারা তালু স্পর্শ করে উজ্জ্বলিত (প্রদেশ)]  
⇒ Unpalatable (adj.) [বিপাকসাদৃশ, অজ্ঞাতকৃত, অনুচিতকৃত]

Palliate (v.) [পালিয়ে দেওয়া, গুরুত্ব লাগায়ে দেওয়া]  
⇒ = lessen or to try to lessen the seriousness or extent of.
Palpable (adj.)
- Neither side had ever faced a competitive penalty shootout before and the tension was palpable.
- A palpable error.
- Palpably (adv.)
- Palpate (v.)
  - medically examine by touch.

Parable (n.)
- a short moral story (often with animal characters).
- He tells parables that are meant to make you think.

Paragon (n.)
- an ideal instance; a perfect embodiment of a concept.
- She is so good that she is a paragon of virtue.

Parley (v.)
- avoid or try to avoid fulfilling, answering, or performing (duties, questions, or issues).
- Predictably the president parried enquiries about the arms scandal.

Parsimony (n.)
- extreme stinginess.
- I think that politicians are often rather parsimonious with the (= do not tell the complete) truth.
- Parsimoniously (adv.)

Pasture (n.)
- a field covered with grass or herbage and suitable for grazing by livestock.
- The Princess Royal is a well-known patron of several charities.

Patter (v.)
- rain gently, continuous and sometimes amusing speech or talk.
- I find the patter of rain on the roof soothing.
- He should succeed - he dresses well and his sales patter is slick and convincing.

Pebble (n.)
- a small smooth rounded rock.
- This part of the coast has pebble beaches.

Pedant (v.)
- a person who pays more attention to formal rules and book learning than they merit.
- Make sure students realize that 'fat' is an unflattering or pejorative word.

Peninsula (n.)
- a large mass of land projecting into a body of water.
- The Korean/Arabian/Florida Peninsula.

Pernicious (adj.)
- Pernicious action.
- Pernicious lies can ruin a person's reputation.
- Perniciously (adv.)
- Perniciousness (n.)

Perplex (v.)
- be a mystery or bewildering to, make more complicated.
- I stood unmoved in perplexity.

Perspicacious (adj.)
- acutely insightful and wise.
- His perspicacious grandfather had bought the land as an investment, guessing that there might be gold underground.
- Perspicaciously (adv.)
Perspicacity (n.)
A woman of exceptional perspicacity.

Perspicuous (adj.)
= (of language) transparently clear, easily understandable.
In order that writing is interesting and instructive; it must be plain, perspicuous and easy.
Perspicuously (adv.)
Perspicuousness (n.)
Perspicuity (n.)

Philately (n.)
= the collection and study of postage stamps.
Philatelic (adj.)
Philatelist (n.)

Piety (n.)
= righteousness by virtue of being pious.
Pious (adj.)
Impiety (n.)
= unrighteousness by virtue of lacking respect for a god.
The church accused him of impiety and had all his writings burned.
Impious (adj.)
Impiously (adv.)

Placebo (v.)
= an innocuous or inert medication; given as a pacifier or to the control group in experiments on the efficacy of a drug.
She was only given a placebo, but she claimed she got better - that's the placebo effect.

Plummet (v.)
= drop sharply.
House prices have plummeted in recent months.

Podium (n.)
= a platform raised above the surrounding level to give prominence to the person on it.
Tears ran down her face as she stood on the winner's podium.

Poise (n.) [ভারসাময়িক]
= a state of being balanced in a stable equilibrium.
Her confidence and poise show that she is a top model.
Poise (v.)
= cause to be balanced or suspended.

Prattle (v.)
= speak (about unimportant matters) rapidly and incessantly.
Stop your prattling and go to sleep!
Prattle (n.)

Precipitate (v.)
= fall headlong.
Precipitate (adj.)
= done with very great haste and without due deliberation.
Don't be precipitate - think it through before you make a decision.

Preempt (v.)
= acquire for oneself before others can do so.
The minister held a press conference in order to pre-empt criticism in the newspapers.
Pre-emption (n.)
Pre-emptive (adj.)

Pretend (v.)
To pretend to learning
He pretended to the throne.
I can try to pretend, I can try to forget. But it's driving me mad, going out of my head.
Pretence/Pretense (n.)
Pretension (n.)
United's championship pretensions took a dent when they were beaten 5-1 by Liverpool.
Pretentious (adj.)
A pretentious art critic.
Pretentiously (adv.)
Pretentiousness (n.)
Pretext (n.) [অত্যুহাত]  
⇒ = a pretended reason for doing something that is used to hide the real reason.  
⇒ The border dispute was used as a pretext for military intervention.

Profligate (adj.) [লিঙ্গভেদে দূর্শীল, অপরাধী]  
⇒ = unrestrained by convention or morality.  
⇒ She is well-known for her profligate spending habits.  
⇒ Profligate (n.) [লুপ্ত]  
⇒ Profligacy (n.)  
⇒ The profligacy of the West shocked him.

Promenade (v.)  
⇒ = march in a procession, take a leisurely walk.  
⇒ We strolled along on the promenade eating ice-creams.  
⇒ Promenade (n.)

Prophetic (adj.) [সতীর্থস্কুক]  
⇒ = foretelling events as if by supernatural intervention.  
⇒ Much of Orwell’s writing now seems grimly prophetic.  
⇒ Prophetically (adv.)  
⇒ Prophecy (n.)  
⇒ Prophecy (v.)  
⇒ Few could have prophesied this war.  
⇒ Prophet (n.)

Prosaic (adj.) [পতনাস্পন্তক]  
⇒ = lacking interest, imagination and variety; boring.  
⇒ Cleaning the house and washing dishes are prosaic but necessary chores.

Prostrate (adj.)  
⇒ = stretched out and lying at full length along the ground.  
⇒ Prostrate (v.)  
⇒ = get into a prostrate position, as in submission.  
⇒ Trees prostrated by the storm.  
⇒ The runner was prostrate after racing in the heat.  
⇒ The miserable old man prostrated himself at the altar.  
⇒ Prostrated with grief. [ভেঙ্গে পড়া]  
⇒ Many boys were prostrated by the heat.  
⇒ Prostration (n.) [চরম অবস্থাত]

Prude (n.)  
⇒ = a person excessively concerned about propriety and decorum.  
⇒ Prudery (n.)  
⇒ = excessive or affected modesty.  
⇒ Prudish (adj.)  
⇒ = exaggeratedly proper.  
⇒ Prudishly (adv.)

Puissant (adj.) [সত্তবাহী]  
⇒ = powerful.  
⇒ Puissance (n.)

Purge (v.) [বিশািধত করা]  
⇒ = to rid of whatever is impure or undesirable; cleanse; purify.  
⇒ Purge (n.) [the act or process of purging]  
⇒ Purgation (n.)  
⇒ Purgative (adj.)  
⇒ Purgatory (adj.)  
⇒ Purgatorial (adv.)

Qualm (n.) [বিশেষের অবিচারক]  
⇒ = uneasiness about the fitness of an action.  
⇒ She had no qualms about lying to the police.

Quell (v.) [দমন করা]  
⇒ = suppress or crush completely.  
⇒ The police quelled the riot.

Quiescent (adj.) [শান্ত, নিশ্চল, নির্কিয়]  
⇒ = quiet, not active.  
⇒ Quiescently (adv.)  
⇒ Quiescence (n.)  
⇒ Water in lakes exists under relatively quiescent condition.

Quixotic (adj.) [সাধুমোহলি]  
⇒ = not sensible about practical matters; unrealistic.  
⇒ This is a vast, exciting and some say quixotic project.  
⇒ Quixotically (adv.)
Rake (v.) [চালু করা/হওয়া, মই দেয়া, সত্যানুসারে করা]
⇒ = to search a place carefully for sth.
⇒ The floor of the theatre raked towards the audience.
⇒ Rake (n.) [জুড়িয়ে করা ব্যক্তি]
⇒ = a dissolute man in fashionable society.
⇒ Rake (v.) [চালু করা/হওয়া, মই দেয়া, সত্যানুসারে করা]
⇒ Rakish (adj.) [ডুম্মিরিয়া, চালু]
⇒ = stylish, sporty.
⇒ He has a rakish air about him.
⇒ Rakishly (adv.)
⇒ Rakishness (n.)

Rampant (adj.) [বর্ধমান, অধায়]
⇒ = unrestrained and violent.
⇒ Rampant inflation means that our wage increases soon become worth nothing.

Rapacious (adj.) [লোভী, অন্য প্রাপ্তি শিকারের মাধ্যমে জীবনধারকারী]
⇒ = excessively greedy and grasping.
⇒ Rapaciously (adv.)
⇒ Rapacity (n.)
⇒ Rapaciousness (n.)

Rapt (adj.) [সাধ]
⇒ = wholly absorbed as in thought.
⇒ The children watched with rapt attention.
⇒ Rapture (n.) [রাপতা, উপ্যোগপূর্ণ আনন্দ]
⇒ Rapturous (adj.)
⇒ Rapturously (adv.)
⇒ Enrapture (v.) [প্ররক্ষণ করা]

Rebuff (v.) [গ্রহভাবে প্রত্যাখ্যা করা]
⇒ = reject outright and bluntly.
⇒ She rebuffed all suggestions that she should resign.
⇒ Rebuff (n.)
⇒ Her desperate request for help was met with a rebuff.

Recidivism (n.) [বড় অপরাধপ্রবণতা]
⇒ = habitual relapse into crime.
⇒ Recidivist (n.)
⇒ = a criminal who continues to commit crimes even after they have been punished.

Rectitude (n.) [সাধুতা, সততা]
⇒ = righteousness, uprightness as a consequence of being honorable and honest.
⇒ Her moral rectitude is much respected by her friends.

Relish (v.) [উপভোগ করা]
⇒ = get enjoyment from.
⇒ I don't relish telling her that her son has been arrested.
⇒ Relish (n.) [উপভোগকৃত রায়]
⇒ I have no relish for that kind of activity.

Repent (v.) [নিঃশোধন করা]
⇒ = feel remorse for; feel sorry for; be contrite about.
⇒ He repented (of his sins) just hours before he died.
⇒ Repentance (n.) [নিঃশোধন করা]
⇒ This was an extremely violent crime, for which the boy showed no repentance.
⇒ Repentant (adj.) [নিঃশোধন]
⇒ = feeling sorry for something that you have done.
⇒ Repentantly (adv.)

Reproach (v.) [নির্দেশ করা]
⇒ = express criticism towards.
⇒ His mother reproached him for not eating all his dinner.
⇒ Reproach (n.) [নির্দেশনা, গলাগলা]
⇒ Your reproaches are useless - what's done is done.
⇒ Reproachful (adj.)
⇒ Reproachfully (adv.)

Requite (v.) [প্রতিপাদন দেয়া, প্রতিশেধ গ্রহণ করা]
⇒ = make repayment for or return something.
⇒ Requital (n.) [প্রতিসমাপ্তি, প্রতিশেধ, ভক্তিপূর্ণ]
⇒ Unrequited (adj.) [প্রতিদ্বন্দ্বী]
⇒ = not returned in kind.
⇒ Unrequited love/service.

Resent (v.) [অস্বীকার হওয়া]
⇒ = feel bitter or indignant about.
⇒ She bitterly resented her father's new wife.
⇒ Resentful (adj.)
Resentfully (adv.)
Resentfulness (n.)
Resentment (n.)
There was a feeling of resentment in the office after everyone's pay was lowered.

Resolute (adj.) [রূঢ়সঙ্কল্প]
= firm in purpose or belief.
Resolutely (adv.)
Resoluteness (n.)
Resolution (n.)
He showed great resolution in facing the robbers.

Reticent (adj.) [রূঢ়সঙ্কল্প]
= temperamentally disinclined to talk.
He is very reticent about his past.
Reticently (adv.)
Reticence (n.)
His reticence about his past made them very suspicious.

Revere (v.) [ঘোষণা করা]
= to greatly respect and admire someone or something.
Nelson Mandela is revered for his brave fight against apartheid.
Reverence (n.)
She shows great reverence for her professors.
Reverence (v.) [ঘোষণা করা]
Reverent (adj.)
A reverent silence fell over the crowd.
Reverently (adv.)
He laid the wreath reverently in front of the memorial.
Reverential (adj.)
He opened the ancient book with reverential care.
Reverentially (adv.)

Rifle (v.) [চুরি করার উদ্দেশ্যে তর্ক তর্ক করায় মুছা]
= search through someone's belongings in an unauthorized way.
The safe had been rifled and the diamonds were gone.

Rotund (adj.) [নান্দননুসংস্কার, বর্ণালয়]
= (1) excessively fat (2) full and rich.
A fat man can also be called rotund.

Rouse (v.) [ঘোষণা বা জাগা]
= become active.
He rouses himself out of bed every morning at 6:30 A.M.
He roused a feeling of patriotism in me.

Sacrilege (n.) [ধর্মোপেক্ষা]
= blasphemous behavior.
Muslims consider it sacrilege to wear shoes inside a mosque.
Sacrilegious (adj.)
Sacrilegious practices/acts.
Sacrilegiously (adv.)

Sardonic (adj.) [বেলখা]
= disdainfully or ironically humorous.
A sardonic smile/look/comment.
Sardonically (adv.)

Satiate (v.) [পরিত্যক্ত করা, অর্থাৎ ধর্ষণ করা]
= fill to satisfaction.
Be satiated with food/pleasure.
He drank greedily until his thirst was satiated.
Satiated (adj.)
Satiety (n.)
Indulge in pleasure to the point of satiety.
Insatiably (adv.)
Insatiety (n.) [চির-অতৃপ্ত]

Scalpel (n.) [শলকনিম্ন প্রস্তর]
= a thin straight surgical knife used in dissection and surgery.

Scavenge (v.) [পঞ্চা মাংস খেয়ে জীবনধারণ করা]
= feed on carrion or refuse.
The flood has left villagers and animals desperately scavenging for food.
We managed to scavenge a lot of furniture from the local rubbish dump.
Scavenger (n.)

Scroff (v.) [উপহার বিরুদ্ধ করা]
= laugh at with contempt and derision.
The critics scoffed at his paintings.
Scroff (n.)
Scoffer (n.)
I was able to prove the scoffers wrong.

Scowl (v.) [ক্ষু দৃ তিতে ডাকানো]
⇒ = frown with displeasure.
The boy scowled at her and reluctantly followed her back into school.
⇒ Scowl (n.)

Scuttle (v.) [তড়ঘ ড়ি করে পালানো]
⇒ = to move about or proceed hurriedly.
The children scuttled off as soon as the headmaster appeared.

Scoffer (n.)
I was able to prove the scoffers wrong.

Scowl (v.) [ক্ষু দৃ তিতে ডাকানো]
⇒ = frown with displeasure.
The boy scowled at her and reluctantly followed her back into school.
⇒ Scowl (n.)

Scuttle (v.) [তড়ঘ ড়ি করে পালানো]
⇒ = to move about or proceed hurriedly.
The children scuttled off as soon as the headmaster appeared.

Secede (v.) [পৃথক হিচ্ছন হোয়া]
⇒ = withdraw from an organization or communion.
⇒ There is likely to be civil war if the region tries to secede from the south.
⇒ Secession (n.)
⇒ Secessionist (n.)

Secede (v.) [পৃথক হিচ্ছন হোয়া]
⇒ = withdraw from an organization or communion.
⇒ There is likely to be civil war if the region tries to secede from the south.
⇒ Secession (n.)
⇒ Secessionist (n.)

Seclude (v.) [বিচ্ছিন করা]
⇒ = keep away from others.
We drove to a secluded spot in the country and had a lovely picnic.
⇒ Seclusion (n.)
⇒ When his mother died, the artist went into total seclusion.

Seclude (v.) [বিচ্ছিন করা]
⇒ = keep away from others.
⇒ We drove to a secluded spot in the country and had a lovely picnic.
⇒ Seclusion (n.)
⇒ When his mother died, the artist went into total seclusion.

Sedate (adj.) [প্রসন]
⇒ = slow, calm and relaxed.
⇒ Sedately (adv.)
⇒ Sedateness (n.)

Sedate (adj.) [প্রসন]
⇒ = slow, calm and relaxed.
⇒ Sedately (adv.)
⇒ Sedateness (n.)

Sentinel (n.)
⇒ = sentry, a person employed to keep watch for some anticipated event.

Sentinel (n.)
⇒ = sentry, a person employed to keep watch for some anticipated event.

Sequester (v.) [আটক হিচ্ছন রাখা]
⇒ = keep away from others.
⇒ The judge sequestered himself in his office to think about the law.
⇒ He sequestered the jury in the jury room and sent food in.

Sequester (v.) [আটক হিচ্ছন রাখা]
⇒ = keep away from others.
⇒ The judge sequestered himself in his office to think about the law.
⇒ He sequestered the jury in the jury room and sent food in.

Sieve (v.) [গণনি দিয়ে চালা]
⇒ = check and sort carefully.
We poured ocean water into the sieve, and shells and sand remained.
⇒ Sieve (n.)
⇒ = a forgetful mind, a bad memory.

Sieve (v.) [গণনি দিয়ে চালা]
⇒ = check and sort carefully.
⇒ We poured ocean water into the sieve, and shells and sand remained.
⇒ Sieve (n.)
⇒ = a forgetful mind, a bad memory.

Did I miss your birthday? I have a mind like a sieve!

Slouch (v.) [শাঙ্গ অলস হিচ্ছন বেসা/হাটা]
⇒ = walk slovenly.
⇒ Stop slouching and sit up straight, please!
⇒ Slouch (n.)
⇒ = a lazy person.
⇒ She's no slouch; she finished college in three years.

Smirk (v.) [আমাটুক হাসি দেয়া]
⇒ = smile affectedly or derisively.
⇒ He could not find his glasses, and his wife smirked at him; they were on top of his head.

Solace (n.) [অবোধ]
⇒ = comfort in disappointment or misery.
⇒ Find solace in music.
⇒ Solace (v.)
⇒ The deserted hero solaced him with whisky.

Spasm (n.) [আকি বিচ্ছারণ, বিচ্ছাবন]
⇒ = a painful and involuntary muscular contraction.
⇒ A spasm of joy.
⇒ Spasmodic (adj.)
⇒ = happening suddenly for short periods of time.
⇒ Spasmodically (adv.)

Spurious (adj.) [জাল]
⇒ = plausible but false.
⇒ The movie star told spurious lies about his ex-wife.
⇒ I think this is a spurious painting, not a valuable work of Leonardo da Vinci, as the museum says.
⇒ Spuriously (adv.)
⇒ Spuriousness (n.)

Squander (v.) [বেহাসারী খচ করা]
⇒ = spend extravagantly.
⇒ We must not squander our forests and rivers by not managing them properly.
⇒ Squanderer (n.)
⇒ Squandermania (n.)
Squelch (v.) [পায়ের আঘাতে কোন কিছু দলিত করা, পায়ের খণ্ডন পুষিয়ে করা]
⇒ = suppress or crush completely.
⇒ The school boys squelched through the muddy road.

Staid (adj.) [রাশভারী ও রক্তবিন্ন, গভীর]
⇒ = characterized by dignity and propriety.
⇒ In an attempt to change its staid image, the newspaper has created a new section aimed at younger readers.
⇒ Staidly (adv.)
⇒ Staidness (n.)

Stalwart (adj.) [বিশ্বাস, দৃঢ়, নিয়মাভ্যস্ত]
⇒ Stalwart of the party [কোন দলের নেতৃত্ববার্তার একজন]
⇒ Stalwartly (adv.)
⇒ Stalwartness (n.)

Stark (adj.) [পুরুল্ল, মৃত্যুবিনি, কিঠন]
⇒ = (1) devoid of any qualifications or disguise or adornment (2) complete or extreme.
⇒ Stark madness/naked.
⇒ It was a stark room with its white walls, and a bed and chair as the only furniture.
⇒ Starkly (adv.)
⇒ Her later sensual works contrast starkly with the harsh earlier paintings.

Stomp (v.) [চোরে জোরে হাঁটা/পদস্পর্শ করা]
⇒ = walk heavily.
⇒ He stomped on a snake.

Stupor (n.)
⇒ = a state of senselessness, a complete lack of mental power.
⇒ The drunken man fell to the floor in a stupor.

Stutter (v.) [কোতালানো]
⇒ = speak haltingly.
⇒ Stutterer (n.)
⇒ Stutteringly (adv.)

Subpoena (n.) [আদালতে হাজির হওয়ার জন্য লিখিত হাজির]
⇒ = a legal paper requiring him or her to appear in court.
⇒ Judges subpoenaed many people for jury duty last month.

Sullen (adj.) [মদ্যমূখী, বিকাশ]
⇒ = gloomy, surly.
⇒ When the group voted against his plan, he became sullen.
⇒ A sullen [হ্যামোস্ট্রিপ্স] sky.
⇒ Sullenly (adv.) [ঘড়া ব্রোঞ্জে, অক্ষ্যাকোণ]
⇒ Sulleness (n.) [অক্ষ্যাকোণ]

Sully (v.) [কল্পিত হেন করা]
⇒ = attack the good name and reputation of someone.
⇒ Croatia fans sullied the tournament by raising a racist banner.
⇒ Sully sb’s reputation.

Supple (adj.) [নমনীয়, কমল]
⇒ = moving and bending with ease.
⇒ I’m not supple enough to be able to touch the floor with my hands while I’m standing up.
⇒ Suppleness (n.)

Surreal (v.) [পরাবাস]
⇒ = resembling a dream.
⇒ Driving through the total darkness was a slightly surreal experience.
⇒ Surrealism (n.)
⇒ Surrealist (n.)
⇒ Surrealistic (adj.)

Swatch (n.)
⇒ = a small piece of cloth used as an example of the color and type of the cloth.

Swindle (v.) [প্রতারনা করা]
⇒ = deprive of by deceit.
⇒ They swindled local businesses out of thousands of pounds.
⇒ This color TV is a swindle (n.)
⇒ Swindle (n.)
⇒ Swindler (n.)

Sycophant (n.) [মোসাহেব]
⇒ = a person who tries to please someone in order to gain a personal advantage.
⇒ The Prime Minister is surrounded by sycophants.
⇒ Sycophantic (adj.)
⇒ Sycophancy (n.)
Sylvan (adj.) [আরণয্ক]
⇒ = relating to or characteristic of wooded regions.

Talon (n.) [খুঁড়েয়, চিকিত্সাল্যান নখর]
⇒ = a sharp hooked claw especially on a bird of prey.

Tawdry (adj.) [চটকদার]
⇒ = looking bright and attractive but in fact cheap and of low quality.
⇒ Tawdrily (adv.)
⇒ Tawdriness (n.)

Tempest (n.) [চন্ড, ঝড়/ুজনা]
⇒ = a violent commotion or disturbance.
⇒ Tempestuous (adj.)
⇒ He was in a tempestuous mood.

Tenacious (adj.) [নােছাড়বা]
⇒ Tenaciously (adv.)
⇒ Tenaciousness (n.)
⇒ Tenacity (n.)

Thespian (adj.)
⇒ = of or relating to drama.
⇒ Thespian (n.)
⇒ = a theatrical performer.

Totter (v.) [খুঁড়েয়, চলা]
⇒ = walk unsteadily.
⇒ Tottery (adj.)

Tranquil (adj.) [শাn, চুপচাপ]
⇒ = free from disturbance.
⇒ The tranquil night.
⇒ Tranquilly (adv.)
⇒ Tranquility (n.)
⇒ Tranquilize (v.) [= make calm or still]
⇒ Tranquilizer (n.)

Transfix (v.) [বিক করা]
⇒ = pierce with a sharp stake or point.
⇒ A body lay in the corner, transfixed by a spear.

Travesty (n.) [পারোডি]
⇒ = a composition that imitates somebody's style in a humorous way.
⇒ Langdale described the court ruling as a travesty of justice.
⇒ Travesty (v.) [পারোডি করা]

Treatise (n.) [গবেষণামূলক আলোচনা গ্রন্থ]
⇒ = a formal exposition.
⇒ A six-volume treatise on trademark law.

Truculent (adj.) [যুদািভলাষী, যুদংেদহী]
⇒ = defiantly aggressive.
⇒ A truculent speech against the new government.
⇒ Trucently (adv.)
⇒ Truculence/Truculency (n.)

Turpitude (n.) [দৃষ্টিগ্রহণ]
⇒ = a corrupt or depraved or degenerate act or practice.
⇒ The various turpitudes of modern society.

Usurp (v.) [জবরদখল করা]
⇒ = take illegally or by force.
⇒ Usurp the throne.
⇒ Usurper (n.)

Utensil (n.) [গৃহসালী সাজ-সরঞ্জাম]
⇒ = an implement for practical use (especially in a household).
⇒ In the drawer was a selection of kitchen utensils - spoons, spatulas, knives and whisks.

Vacillate (v.) [দিশা করা, নেপুলুষ্ঠ হওয়া]
⇒ = be undecided about something.
⇒ Her mood vacillated between hope and despair.
⇒ Vacillation (n.)

Vanquish (v.) [পরাজিত করা]
⇒ = come out better in a competition, race, or conflict.
⇒ Napoleon was vanquished at the battle of Waterloo in 1815.

Vicarious (adj.) [বৈবকিরক]
⇒ = experienced at secondhand.
⇒ I got vicarious pleasure from hearing about their trip.
⇒ Vicariously (adv.)

Vigil (n.) [পাহারা, পাহারার জন্য রাত্রি জাগরণ]
⇒ = a period of sleeplessness.
⇒ Vigilance (n.)
⇒ Vigilant (adj.) [সতর্ক, ইশিয়ার]
Vigilantly (adv.)
Vigilante (n.)

Virile (adj.)

Virulent (adj.)

Vitiate (v.)

Vivacity (n.)

Vivacious (adj.)

Waive (v.)

Wanton (adj.)

Waylay (v.)

Zest (n.)